Beall Concert Hall Sunday afternoon
5:00 p.m. December 4, 2005
* * *
106th Season, 47th program

THE UNIVERSITY
GOSPEL ENSEMBLES
Cedric Weary, director
Tayla Biehler, directors assistant (choir)
Sahmie Yun, directors assistant (band)

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

Soprano
Jersey Knights* Ashley Hilbreth
Cadence Griffith Ashley Nesmith
Ashley Ehlers Ava Schmidt
Ashley Piper Briana Peterson
Tayla Biehler Cimorene Campbell
Brittany Booher Constance Hansen
Cozanne Surratt Cordella Green
Dawn Cole Erica Cheung
Fiona Siu Hayley DuLong
Jessica Conlee Janet Kim
Kartina Morehouse Jessica Kammerich
Kellie Perez Katherine Mason
Lydia Ruiz Katrina Li
Michele Taylor Kelly Witt
Roxy Allen Laurel Paquali
Saranthon Komonsuwan Letitia Tan
Tiphani Handy Lindsey Reightley

Alto
Patricia Haggerty* Maria Korinek
Alex Poling Rita Ogbeama
Ami Matsuzama Sara Drage
Ashleigh Callier-Wells Sarah Edmonds

Tenor
Morgan Tabizon* Sutton Sorensen
Neil Thurston Vivienne Dersin
Adam Rieders Yvonne Stubbs
Casey Mulvihill Carla McNelly
Clifton Rains
Daniel Lizarraga
Joel Reynolds
Ki Kyung Park
Myeshia Cleveland
Sarah Donaldson
Sean Tittle
SooHan Park
Terence Li
Tien Tran
Tim Hammond
Tommy Snelling
Tremaine Thompson

GOSPEL SINGERS PERSONNEL

Soprano
Tayla Biehler Ashley Nesmith
Ashley Ehlers Ashley Piper
Brittany Booher Dawn Cole
Cadence Griffith Jessica Conlee
Jennifer Joyce Lindsey Reightley
Jersey Knights Melinda VonReis
Katrina Morehouse Rita Ogbeama
Kellie Perez Shante Stuart
Lydia Ruiz Carla McNelly

Alto
Jersey Knights* Sarah Edmonds
Cadence Griffith Shante Stuart
Jennifer Joyce
Jersey Knights
Katrina Morehouse
Kellie Perez
Lydia Ruiz

Tenor
Tayla Biehler
Ashley Ehlers
Brittany Booher
Cozanne Surratt
Dawn Cole
Fiona Siu
Jessica Conlee
Kartina Morehouse
Kellie Perez
Lydia Ruiz
Michele Taylor
Roxy Allen
Saranthon Komonsuwan
Tiphani Handy

Alto
Patricia Haggerty* Lindsey Reightley
Alex Poling Maria Korinek
Ami Matsuzama Rita Ogbeama
Ashleigh Callier-Wells Sara Drage

Tenor
Morgan Tabizon* Sutton Sorensen
Neil Thurston Vivienne Dersin
Adam Rieders Yvonne Stubbs
Casey Mulvihill Carla McNelly
Clifton Rains
Daniel Lizarraga
Joel Reynolds
Ki Kyung Park
Myeshia Cleveland
Sarah Donaldson
Sean Tittle
SooHan Park
Terence Li
Tien Tran
Tim Hammond
Tommy Snelling
Tremaine Thompson

* section leader
PROGRAM

GOSPEL CHOIR
Best Is Yet To Come arr. Cedric Weary
What A Friend We Have In Jesus arr. Cedric Weary
Marah Gannaway & Ashley Stevenson, soloists
Jesus Paid It All
Solomon Rexius, soloist

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE
Come In From The Outside arr. Cedric Weary
This Is The Day arr. Cedric Weary
Marah Gannaway, soloist
Could’ve Been Me arr. Kirk Franklin
Morgan Tabizon, soloist

GOSPEL SINGERS
Gospel Medley arr. Cedric Weary

GOSPEL CHOIR
Be Ready arr. Cedric Weary
Solomon Rexius & Lindsey Reightley, soloists
I Gotta Praise Him arr. Cedric Weary
Marah Gannaway, soloist

GOSPEL SINGERS
The First Noel arr. Cedric Weary
Jersey Knights, Dawn Cole, & Lindsey Reightley, soloists
Joy To The World arr. Cedric Weary

GOSPEL CHOIR PERSONNEL
Solomon Rexius & Lindsey Reightley, soloists

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE
Jeremiah Dawn Cole, soloist
I’ve Been Looking For You
Neil Thurston & Yvonne Stubbs, soloists

GOSPEL CHOIR & GOSPEL ENSEMBLE
My Desire Neil Thurston, soloist

* * *

INSTRUMENTAL PERSONNEL
Zak, bass
Jerry, guitar
John, drums
Cedric, piano
Leon, percussion
Chris, trumpet
Mike, alto saxophone
Clark, tenor saxophone

Soprano
Ashley Stevenson*
Nicole Wilson
Danielle Sowards
Dong Im Kwak
Maile Warrington
Monica Whitney
Nuria Cerda-Esteban
Saranthorn Komonsuwan
Siena Ranuo-Nunes
Ha-yaun Chung

Destiny Rexius
Kelly Nardo
Laurel Pasquali
Maltory Pennington
Mari Ozaki
Marissa Internicola
Mika Saito
Mireille Makambo
Nayung Kang
Paula Byan
Rachel Thayer

Tenor
Jungmin Nam
Adam NoAck
Laurel Pasquali
Andrew Park
Miro daughters
Mireille Makambo
Nayung Kang
Paula Byan
Rachel Thayer

Trinity Bernier-Nachtwey
Kenji Yoshiba

Leo Fraser
Nathan Crue
Peter Kang
Robin Kim
Solomon Rexius
Young Min Yu

* section leader

Alto
Danielle Butera*
Lindsey Reightley
Achsan Jacob
Betsie Gerot
Cordella Green
Courtney Egbert

Soprano
Nicole Wilson
Dong Im Kwak
Maile Warrington
Monica Whitney
Nuria Cerda-Esteban
Saranthorn Komonsuwan
Siena Ranuo-Nunes
Ha-yaun Chung

Destiny Rexius
Kelly Nardo
Laurel Pasquali
Maltory Pennington
Mari Ozaki
Marissa Internicola
Mika Saito
Mireille Makambo
Nayung Kang
Paula Byan
Rachel Thayer

Tenor
Jungmin Nam
Adam NoAck
Laurel Pasquali
Andrew Park
Miro daughters
Mireille Makambo
Nayung Kang
Paula Byan
Rachel Thayer

Trinity Bernier-Nachtwey
Kenji Yoshiba

Leo Fraser
Nathan Crue
Peter Kang
Robin Kim
Solomon Rexius
Young Min Yu

* section leader